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ABSTRACT. The paper analyzes the effects of a teaching programme in probability
devised for junior high school pupils (grades 5, 6 and 7). It was found that most of the
notions were too difficult for the fifth grade pupils. In contrast, about 60-70% of the
sixth graders and about 80-90% of the seventh graders were able to understand and use
correctly most of the concepts contained in the programme. It was also found that, as an
indirect effect the course on probability had a beneficial effect on some intuitively based
misconceptions of the subjects, like: the "representiveness" effect; the positive recency
effect; the notion of "a lucky choice"; the superstitious belief in the possibility of
influencing the course of events by some particular behaviour.

In the introduction to his well known treatise on probability, W. Feller (1968)
emphasized the need to develop adequate probabilistic intuitions as a basic
component of the teaching of probability. But so far, little is known about
probabilistic intuitions and their development under the influence of systematic instruction. In their main work on the chance concept in children,
Piaget and Inhelder concluded that, during the intuitive period (before the
age of 6-7), the child is not able to distinguish clearly between chance and
necessary phenomena. That distinction appears during the concrete-operational
period together with elementary forms of probabilistic estimations. The
concept of probability, as a formal construct, ~levelops only during the formal
operational stage and it represents a synthesis between the necessary and the
possible (Piaget and Inhelder, 1951). This interpretation has been contested
by various authors. Some of them consider that elementary probabilistic
estimations may be found even in preschool children (Yost et al., 1962;
Goldberg, 1966). Fischbein (1975) has also claimed that correct probabilistic
intuitions may be identified in preschool children, but, because of social
influences and present school curricula, only the deterministic aspect is
actually developed. This situation may partially explain that fact that, frequently, the spontaneous probabilistic judgments of people are biased. Such
incorrect evaluations of uncertain situations are often expressed as preconceived opinions and superstitions. A good account of various classes of probabilistic misconceptions may be found in the work of Tversky and Kahneman
(Kahneman and Tversky, 1972; Tversky and Kahneman, 1973). A more
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recent work dealing with children's probabilistic subjective evaluations is that
of Falk et al. (1980).
Lecoutre (1981) asked her subjects (university students) to compare the
chances of getting certain defined results (simple or compound) when
throwing two or three dice. For instance: E1 = getting a 4 and a 3 compared
with E2 = getting 3 twice, or Et = a 4, a 3 and a 1, compared with a 3 three
times. Lecoutre found that students who had received a prior formation in
probability performed worse than those who had not received such instruction,
and that the best performance was obtained by students with a high practice
in chance games. On the other hand, it was found that the general tendency
(about 60%) of the subjects was to consider the various events to be compared
as being equally likely.
The present investigation is particularly concerned with the influence that
the teaching of probability may indirectly have on intuitive probabilistic
judgments. As mentioned above, there is very little information available about
this problem. In an earlier work, Ojemann et aL (1965) reported a positive,
indirect effect of probability lessons on predictions made by their subjects
(8-10 years old) in probability learning tasks.
The term "intuition", used in the present paper, means, basically, a global,
synthetic, non-explicitly justified evaluation or prediction. Such a global
cognition is felt by the subject as being self-evident, self-consistent, and hardly
questionable. For instance, consider the statement: "Through a point outside
a line one and only one parallel may be drawn to that line". This statement
is accepted intuitively, according to the above definition. An intuition is
somehow a cognitive belief. Sometimes, such cognitive beliefs may coincide
with scientific accepted statements but sometimes they may not or may
contradict them.
In the teaching process such intuitive attitudes must not be ignored. If they
are correct, they help the learner to acquire and integrate the corresponding
scientific concepts. If they are not objectively acceptable they must be eliminated and adequate intuitive representations must be developed instead. If
the teaching programme does not attend to possible intuitive biases, they will
continue to mislead the learner despite the conceptual structures he has been
taught.
Our point of view is that new intuitive attitudes can be developed only
through the personal involvement of the learner in a practival activity.
Intuitions (cognitive beliefs) cannot be modified by verbal explanations only.
Therefore, a. teaching programme which intends to develop an improved and
efficient intuitive background for probability concepts and strategies, along
with the corresponding formal knowledge, must provide the learner with
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frequent opportunities to experience actively, even emotionally, stochastic
situations. In such situations, the learner will confront his plausible expectations with empirically obtained outcomes.
The present study was chiefly devoted to evaluating the indirect effect of
a course on probability on typical, intuitively based probabilistic misconceptions. But such an evaluation would certainly be incomplete without
relatively detailed information about the direct instructional effect of the
teaching process. In other words we first had to know to what extent the
subjects, involved in ttie teaching programme, really assimilated the content
of this program at a conceptual level, in order to be able to evaluate its indirect
effect on their intuitive tendencies.
The teaching programme itself, as a whole, was intended to determine the
capacity of children 10-13 years old, to assimilate, correctly and productively,
basic concepts and solving procedures in probability. According to our point
of view, the children were presented with various situations which offered
them the opportunity to be active in calculating probabilities, predicting outcomes in uncertain situations, using operations with dice, coins and marbles
for watching, recording and summing up different sets of outcomes. It is that
reciprocal dynamic of theoretically computed probabilities and observed
relative frequencies that may best contribute to the development of efficient
probabitistic intuitions.
Method
The teaching programme (12 lessons) included: the concepts of certain, possible and impossible events; outcomes and events in a chance experiment; the
concepts of chance and of quantifying chances; the concepts of probability
and relative frequency and the relation between them; counting outcomes;
simple and compound events and their probabilities.
The subjects. The teaching programme was attended by 285 pupils: 70,
grade 5 (2 classes); 160, grade 6 (5 classes) and 55, grade 7 (2 classes). Parallel
control classes were also investigated: 50 pupils (2 classes) grade 5; 200 pupils,
grade 6 (5 classes) and 55 pupils (2 classes) grade 7; (305 subjects in total in
the control classes).
The assessment o f the teaching effects was obtained by means of two
questionnaires: Questionnaire A was devised to assess to what extent the
pupils in the experimental classes had assimilated, and were able to use, the
concepts and procedures they had been taught. It was administered only
to the experimental classes. Questionnaire B was devised to assess the indirect
effect of instruction on the children's intuitively based misconceptions. This
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questionnaire did not require special knowledge in probabilities and was
administered to b o t h experimental and control classes.

QUESTIONNAIRE

A

1. Give three examples of certain events.
2. Give three examples o f chance events.
3. Give three examples o f impossible events.
4. In a box there are three red marbles and four black ones. One extracts a
marble by chance (without looking).
a. What is the probability of drawing a red marble?
b. What is the probability of drawing a black marble?
c. Let us consider that the drawn marble was a black one. After extracting
it you put it back in the box and you make a second extraction. What is
the probability that this time t o o the extracted marble will be black?
d. An extraction has been performed and the extracted marble was black.
This time, the marble is not returned to the box. A second marble is
drawn by chance. What is the probability that this marble too, will be
black? Or red?
5. The sides of a dice are numbered from 1 to 6. What is the probability o f
getting:
a. the number 1?
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

I or3?
an even number?
a number which is not even?
a number different from 6?
a number smaller than 6?

6. You roll two dice, the sides o f which are numbered from 1 to 6. At each
trial you sum the two numbers. What is the probability that:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

the
the
the
the
the
the

sum
sum
sum
sum
sum
sum

equals 6?
equals 13?
is an even number?
is divisible by 3?
is bigger than 9?
is n o t an even number?

7. On a farm there is a fishing pool. The owner wants to know how many
fish there are in the pool. He took out 200 fish and marked each of them,
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with a coloured sign. He put the marked fish back in the pool and let them
get mixed with the others. On the second day, he took out 250 fish in a
random manner, and found that, among them, 25 were marked. What is the
approximative number of fish in the pool?
8. Jossy rolls a dice on the sides of which there are the figures 1-6. Referring
to the possible outcomes of that experiment:
a. give two examples of certain events (for instance: The outcome will be
smaller than 7)
b. give two examples of impossible events.
c. give two examples of simple events.
d. give two examples of compound events.
9. Limor rolls two dice and sums the obtained figures. Referring to the possible outcomes of that experiment:
a. give two examples of certain events.
b. give two examples of chance events.
c. give two examples of impossible events.
d. give two examples of simple events and two examples of compound
events.

QUESTIONNAIRE B

QuestionnaireB, directly related to the topic of our paper, is presented below:
1. In a box there are 4 red, 3 green and 2 white marbles.
How many marbles must one draw in order to be sure that one will get at
least one marble of each colour?
2. Joseph endeavours to enter the classroom, each day, by putting the right
foot first. He claims that this increases his chance of getting good marks.
What is your opinion?
3. Shula once filled up a lottery form with the following numbers: 1; 7; 13;
21; 22; 36; and she won. Therefore, she claimed that she must always play
the same group of numbers, because it turned out to be a lucky one. What
is your opinion about this?
4. Ruth prefers, when she participates in a lottery, to choose consecutive
numbers like 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. She claims that in this way she increases her
chance of winning. On the other hand Jenny claims that the chance of
getting six consecutive numbers like 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 is smaller than that of
getting a random sequence of numbers. She says that a lottery is something
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chancy and therefore there is no chance of getting a sequence of consecutive numbers. What is your opinion with regard to the two attitudes,
that of Ruth and that of Jenny?

5. Gill has participated in a weekly lottery during the last two months. So
far he has never won but he has decided to go on for the following reason:
"Lottery is a game based on chance, sometimes you win sometimes you
lose. I have already played many times and I have never won. Therefore, I
am sure more than before that I shall win in one of the next games". What
is your opinion with regard to Gill's explanation?
6. Inbar has 100 white marbles and 50 black ones in a box. Itay has in his
box 200 white marbles and 100 black ones. Without looking, each of them
takes a marble from his own box. Compare their chances of extracting a
black marble. Mark with an • the correct answer:
a. Inbar has a bigger chance of extracting a black marble.
b. Itay has a bigger chance of extracting a black marble.
c. Their chances of extracting a black marble are equal.
d. It is impossible to get an answer from the above data.
7. Gilla is 10 years old. In her box, there are 40 white marbles and 20 black
ones. Ronit is 8 years old. In her box there are 30 white marbles and 15
black ones. Each of them draws one marble from her own box, without
looking. Ronit claims that Gilla has a greater chance of extracting a white
marble because she is the older one, and therefore she is the cleverest of
both of them. What is your opinion about this?
8. Uri has, in his box. 10 white marbles and 20 black ones. Guy has in his box
30 white marbles and 60 black ones. They play a game of chance. The
winner is the child who pulls out a white marble first. If both take out
simultaneously a white marble no one is the winner and the game has to go
on. Uri claims that the game is not fair because in Guy's box there are
more white marbles than in his box. What is your opinion about this?
Question 1B checks the capacity of the subjects to identify a certain outcome in a stochastic experiment. Questions 2B and 3B refer to the idea of
luck, in fact to the acceptance of a prediction made in disregard to a fair
evaluation of chances. Question 4B refers to a typical probabilistic misconception called by Tversky and Kahnemann (1972, p. 134) "representativeness".
A sequence of consecutive numbers appears, intuitively, to be less frequent
in chance extractions than a random one, because the first seems to be less
"representative". Question 5B deals with what is called negative recency effect.
The intuitive conception on which that effect is based is that of a necessary
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equilibration, in the long run, between the frequencies of various possible
outcomes. It expresses a confusion between the probability to get a single
result (which, in fact, does not depend on the previous outcomes) and the
probability to get an expected set of outcomes which depends on the structure of the set (see Fischbein, 1975, pp. 58-62). Question 7B checks a misconception described by Falk et al. (1980): children may assign a role, in
chance events, to the personal qualities of the player, though, objectively
such an effect does not exist. Questions 6B and 8B deal with proportional
reasoning. Proportional reasoning is considered to be a basic tool of probabilistic reasoning. We wanted to check this relation.

Results
Questionnaire A: Effects o f instruction in the acquisition of probability
concepts.
As mentioned above, Questionnaire A was administrated only to those subjects
who attended the experimental classes. It was designed to test to what extent
the notions which were taught were assimilated correctly and efficiently. It
could not have been administrated to the control classes, i.e., to those subjects
who did not possess the conceptual prerequisites for solving most of the items.
It was supposed that some of the questions could also reveal some systematic
intuitive biases with regard to the notions contained in the program.
Table I presents percentages of correct answers to the questions asking the
subjects to give three examples for (a) certain, (b) chance and (c) impossible
events (Questions 1, 2, and 3).
TABLE 1
Percentages of correct answers: examples of certain, chance
and impossible events

Question

Number of
examples*

Grades
5

6

7

Certain
events

1
2
3

71.8
62.0
54.9

91.7
80.4
73.8

98.1
86.5
89.6

Chance
events

1
2
3

64.8
53.5
49.3

83.3
76.8
69.3

90.4
88.5
78.8

Impossible
events

1
2
3

73.2
47.9
42.3

81.5
72.6
66.1

92.3
86.5
86.5

* "One" or "two" examples means in fact at least one or two examples.
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As can be seen, the majority of pupils, at each level were able to give at
least one correct example for each category of events. But only in grades 6
and 7 were the majority of pupils able to give three correct examples.
There is a clear improvement with age (grade level) for all three types of
events. It also seems that for 7 graders, events referring to sure predictions
(certain and impossible events) were more available than those referring to
uncertain ones. There are only slight differences, but they may indicate an
increasing tendency with age, towards sure predictions.
There were various categories of incorrect answers: (a) Confusion between
a personal strong desire and an objective probability. A child from grade 6
affirms: "My father will certainly come back today from work"; (b) Confusion
between objective certainty and the relative certitude derived from human
(social) decisions: "In two years time, new elections will take place"; (c)
Insufficient scientific information "Today there will be a earthquake" (for
impossible events).
Table II presents percentages of correct answers referring to Question 4:
extractions from a box containing 3 red and 4 black marbles.
TABLE lI
Percentages of correct answers, Question 4
Grades
Questions
Probability for extracting:
a. A red marble
b. A black marble
c. A black marble after extracting
and returning a black marble
d. A black marble after extracting
and not returning a black marble
e. A red marble after extracting and
not returning a black marble

5

6

7

26.7
30.9
23.9

69.7
69.7
63.1

94.2
94.2
88.5

22.5

42.9

71.2

21.1

42.3

73.1

These questions were intended to asses to what extent children were able
to use the procedure they were taught for calculating the probability of independent and dependent events (i.e., to calculate the ratio between the number
of expected outcomes and the total number of possible, equally likely, outcomes). It is clear that the majority of the younger subjects (grade 5) did not
assimilate the solving procedure. From grade 5 to grade 6 there is a dramatic
improvement but only for independent events. Only in grade 7 were the
majority Of pupils able to solve both categories of problems (i.e., referring
to independent and dependent events). The typical incorrect solutions were:
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For extracting a black (a red) marble: ~;-~;-~; 4; 1 ; 1z,. i~. For extracting a second
3. ~,
a. ~,
1.1.3.
black (red) marble without returning the previous one: ~,
5, There were
three main categories of misconceptions which may explain the children's
errors. One was the tendency to relate the two sets of marbles involved, one
to the other, instead of relating the set of expected outcomes to the whole
:set of possible outcomes. The second misconception was that of expressing
the probability as a 1/n ratio (because one extracts in fact, at each trial, a
single marble). A third category of errors was of the following type: in a
problem in which an extracted marble is not replaced the child forgets that
one has to diminish by 1 both the number of expected outcomes and t h e
number of all possible outcomes. The difficulties the children encounter
(mainly the ten year olds) may then have two, probably related, sources. One
is expressed by the insufficient development of what has been called coordinating capacity: after extracting (mentally) one marble of a certain colour,
the child forgets he has to subtract 1 from the number representing the whole
set. A second aspect consists in the fact that many children of this age are still
intuitively bound to a "part by part" comparison (which is the usual behavioural way of comparing). A "part to whole" relation expresses, basically,
a formal attitude (especially because part of the elements are considered
twice).
Regarding Question 5, rolling a dice, the percentage of correct answers are
presented in Table III.
TABLE III
Probabilities of various events when rolling a dice once. Percentages
of correct answers
Grades
Questions

5

6

7

P(1)
P(1 U3)
P(even number)
P(not even number)
P(not 6)
P(smaller than 6)

53.5
32.4
38.0
38.0
29.6
32.4

87.5
62.5
71.4
41.4
56.6
63.7

100.0
86.5
88.5
88.5
94.2
92.3

As can be seen, the percentage of correct answers increase with age (grade)
in a spectacular manner. More than 50% of grade five children answered correctly only when the item referred to a simple event, P(1). The percentages
of correct answers referring to compound events never reached 40%. It is
important to notice that, in grade 7, the percentages of correct answers are
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higher than 80% with regard to all items. It may therefore be supposed that at
this age (13-14) the child is able to understand effectively the concept of
a compound event.
Question 6 dealt again with compound events but, this time, they were
defined as the number obtained by summing up the results when rolling a pair
of dice. The data, percentages of correct answers are shown in Table IV.
TABLE IV
Probabilities of compound events when summing pairs of results. Percentage
of correct answers
Grades
Questions: the sum

5

6

7

Equal to 6
Equal to 13 (impossible)
An even number
Divisible by 3
Greater than 9
An odd number

0.0
38.0
2.8
0.0
0.0
4.2

11.3
81.0
16.1
8.3
2.4
14.3

51.9
78.8
44.2
30.8
26.9
40.4

Although these questions dealt, again, with compound events (as in
Question 3) the percentages of correct answers were much lower. Except for
the item referring to an impossible event, none of the items reached 50% of
correct answers. The typical mistake was to consider the number of all possible
outcomes as being equal to 12 instead of 36. In grade six, 30-40% and, in
grade seven, 20-30% made this mistake (on various items). Possibly the difficulty is a technical one: The children have not been trained well enough for
calculating the total number of possible outcomes by a multiplicative procedure. One may consider that for many children, especially for the 11-12
year olds, the additive approach is still more "at hand", more intuitive, than
the multiplicative one.
Question 7 - Proportional reasoning: the "fishing pool" problem. The
results, percentages of correct and typical erroneous answers, are presented
in Table V.
The aim of this problem was to determine the level of proportional reasoning of the subjects questioned, in comparison with their probabilistic thinking.
Proportional reasoning is supposed to represent a basic component of probabilistic thinking, at least when it gets a computational-formal structure. It
is surprising that this capacity is much lower than the ability of the subjects
to solve simple computational probability questions. Even in grade 7, less
than fifty percent of the subjects were able to find the correct answer. Very
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TABLE V
The fishing pool problem; correct and incorrect answers in percentages
Grades
Answers

5

Correct: 2000 fish
Erroneous answers
a. Additive
425 fish
450 fish
475 fish
b. Various incorrect answers
Total
No answer

6

7

1.4

23.2

44.2

40.8
11.3
7.0
7.0
68.5
31.5

35.7
7.1
0.0
6.0
72.0
28.0

36.5
0.0
0.0
5.8
86.5
13.5

frequently the subjects, instead of performing adequate proportional calculations, used non-adequate additive procedures. Similar findings were reported
by Karplus (1975), and Hart (1981).
In Question 8 the subjects were asked to find examples of various categories
of events (certain, chance and impossible events; simple and compound events)
considering the possible outcomes o f rolling a dice once (see Table VI).
TABLE VI
Percentages of correct examples of various categories of events, when rolling a dice once
Grade
5

6

7

Categories
of events

One*
example

Two
examples

One
example

Two
examples

One
example

Two
examples

Certain
Chance
Impossible
Simple
Compound

83.1
80.3
87.3
52.1
9.9

64.8
80.3
81.7
46.5
7.0

84.5
90.5
90.5
64.3
25.0

82.1
88.7
88.7
57.7
22.6

100.0
100.0
100.0
92.4
73.1

92.3
100.0
100.0
84.6
69.2

* "One example" means: "at least one example".
Again, most of the subjects at all age levels were able to give correct
examples for certain, chance and impossible events though this time the question dealt with an artificial, given situation. The percentages of correct
examples are even higher than those obtained in free choice situations
(Question 2).
On the other hand the percentages of correct answers referring to examples
of compound events are clearly lower than those referring to simple events.
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Let us compare these results with those obtained on Question 4. One may see,
when considering single outcomes, that it is easier for the subjects to calculate
the probability of a compound event than to give examples of such events
in a defined (although very simple) situation. A well understood technical
procedure may be enough for calculating the respective probability (as it is
the case for Question 4). But, the fact of being able to invent such examples
requires a still better command of the dynamics of the whole sample of the
corresponding possible outcomes. However, one has to emphasize that, in this
case (Question 8) the major difficulty seems to lie not in the understanding
of the concept of compound event itself but, rather in the specificity of the
problem. The subjects had to consider instances of c o m p o u n d events referring
to situations which consisted only of single outcomes. Apparently, the question
seems to express a contradictory requirement. One can see that, only in grade
7, were the majority of subjects (about 70%) able to overcome this difficulty.
Question 9 asked the subjects to give the same categories of examples as
Question 8 with the difference that in Question 9 one has considered rolling
t w o dice (see Table VII).
TABLE VII
Examples of various categories of events (two dice). Percentages of correct answers
Grades
5

6

7

Categories
of events

One
example

Two
examples

One
example

Two
examples

One
example

Two
examples

Certain
Chance
Impossible
Simple
Compound

46.5
73.2
64.8
16.9
18.3

45.1
63.4
57.7
11.3
18.3

72.0
87.5
82.1
31.0
53.0

66.7
87.5
81.5
27.4
46.4

100.0
100.0
100.0
63.5
86.5

94.2
100.0
98.1
51.9
80.8

As in the previous groups of questions there is an evident progress with
age. Most of the subjects in grade 7 are able to provide two examples for
certain, possible and impossible events. It seems that, when considering the
rolling of two dice, the subjects, at each age level, found it more difficult to
produce examples for simple events than for compound events, in contrast
to the results obtained with Question 8.
Inspecting Tables VI and VII we can see that about 50% of children in
grade 6 and about 80-90% in grade 7 understand and are able to use correctly, the concepts of simple and compound events. B u t these t w o related
concepts remain - at least at this stage - intuitively b o u n d to the practical
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structure of the stochastic experiment considered. The concept of a simple
event remains, for many children, connected with the model of a single action,
while the concept of a compound event still evokes, intuitively, the representation of more than a single operation.
The data presented so far refer mainly to the conceptual and the procedural acquisitions. It is clear that the grade 5 children did not benefit very
much from the instructional programme. These children were able to give
correct examples for certain, possible and impossible events, but with regard
to the other items of Questionnaire A, there were generally low percentages
of corrects answers.
On the other hand, about 60-70% of the grade 6 subjects and 80-90% of
the grade 7 subjects were able to answer correctly most of the items.
A main systematic, intuitive bias has been identified: the notion of simple
events remains intuitively bound to experiments with single outcomes while
the notion of compound events is intuitively related to a multi-outcome model.
This bias affects the capacity to produce correct examples rather than that of
calculating probabilities referring to the same notions.
Let us consider, in continuation, the impact of the conceptual acquisitions
on the intuitive, probabilistic interpretations and estimations of the subjects
with regard to uncertain situations.
We have envisaged the following channels through which the conceptual
acquisitions may lead to improved intuitive reactions: (a) the subjects will
get a better understanding of the independence of events in successive trials
which leave the conditions unchanged; (b) the subjects will learn to rely upon
those objective conditions which may really affect the probability of an event
- instead of accepting as a basis of prediction some mere coincidences; (c) as a
result of learning to calculate probabilities, the subjects will be able to identify
the equality of chances despite apparently different (but in fact irrelevant)
conditions. Point (a) refers mainly to Questions 4 and 5; point (b) to items
2 and 3 : point (c) refers to Questions 6, 7 and 8 of Questionnaire B.

Questionnaire B: The indirect effect of learning probabilities on intuitive
evaluations
Question I(B) refers to the notion of certain events. The data appear in
Table VIII.
This question does not refer explicitly to probabilistic estimations. But, as
a matter of fact, it checks the capacity of the child to produce, mentally, a
situation which corresponds to a certain event, and this is one of the basic
concepts of the theory of probability.
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TABLE VIII
Percentage of correct and incorrect answers for Question I(B)*
Grades
5

Answers

E

Correct:
Eight marbles
Incorrect number
of marbles:
3
6
2 or 1
7
Total incorrect
answers
No answer

6
C

7

E

C

E

C

14.l

2.0

31.5

21.8

53.8

45.5

23.9
12.7
32.1
1.4

26.5
22.4
34.7
0.0

23.2
11.3
9.6
3.6

23.8
13.9
7.9
1.5

11.5
19.2
5.8
5.8

18.2
25.5
5.4
1.8

70.4

83.6

47.7

47.1

43.3

50.9

15.5

14.4

20.8

31.1

2.9

3.6

* E stands for experimental and C for control classes.
As one can see by inspecting the "correct" percentage in Table VIII, there is
a steady improvement with age for both control and experimental classes. The
experimental classes got, a t each level, higher percentages o f correct answers
than the control ones, but only at grades 5 and 6 were the differences found
to be significant, grade 5: X 2 ( 1 ) = 3 . 9 1 , p < 0 . 0 5 ; grade 6: X 2 ( 1 ) = 3 . 9 2 ,
p < 0.05. Comparing these figures, it seems that the factor age is more effective
than the factor instruction for this problem and, in the given conditions,
control classes grade 7 perform better than experimental classes grade 6.
Question 2(B): The subjects have been asked whether the fact o f entering
the classroom with the right foot will increase their chances of getting high
marks on that day (see Table XI).
TABLE IX
Percentages of correct and incorrect answers, Question 2(B)
Grades
5

6

7

Answers

E

C

E

C

E

C

"No" (correct)
"Yes" (incorrect)
No answer

60.0
9.0
31.0

81.4
11.8
6.8

89.9
3.6
6.5

72.3
22.8
4.9

97.3
1.9
0.8

83.0
13.8
3.2

Generally, this misconception has been, spontaneously, rejected by most
of the children at each age level. In the control classes there is a drop in the
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percentages of correct answers in grade 6 in comparison with grade 5. Individual interviews are certainly necessary in order to explain such a negative
evaluation. But a preliminary interpretation may be admitted on the basis
of the justifications offered by some children.
Indeed, they explained their attitude in the following way: If a child
believes in the beneficial effect of entering the classroom with the right foot,
then the fact of actually doing so will encourage him and this will increase his
chances of getting better marks. More children in grade 6 than in grade 5 were
ready to produce this, rather sophisticated, interpretation.
In the experimental classes there is an increase, with age, of the proportions
of correct answers, an important leap taking place from grade 5 to grade 6.
It is clear that in grade 5 instruction did not produce any improvement in
those children who first hesitated or accepted the misconception. On the
contrary, much more non-instructed children of this age rejected the superstitious claim than the instructed ones. According to this data it seems that
the teaching process - probably inadequate for that age - may have produced
a negative effect on the children's chance estimations. Clearly, before concluding with this finding more investigations are needed.
On the other hand, in grades 6 and 7 the experimental classes performed
better than the control ones. The differences were found to be significant,
grade 6, X2(1) = 24.6, p < 0.001 and grade 7, X2(1) = 5.39, p < 0.05. This is
an important finding. It shows that the process of teaching probability may
have, at least in certain circumstances, not only a formal-instructive effect
(transmission of knowledge) but also an indirect, positive, effect on the
children's intuitive estimations in uncertain situations.
Question 3(b) asked whether in a lottery game a certain group of numbers,
which once won, may be considered to be a particularly lucky one (see
Table X).
TABLE X
Percentages of correct and incorrect answers - Question 3(B). 'The fortunate number'
Grades
5

6

7

Answers

E

C

E

C

E

C

"No" (correct)
"Yes" (incorrect)
The same number
cannot win anymore
(incorrect)
No answers

21.1
0.0

12.2
4.1

52.4
2.4

40.6
6.9

53.9
0.0

52.7
7.3

47.9

63.3

29.2

46.0

21.2

29.1

31.0

20.4

16.0

6.5

24.9

10.9
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According to a popular prejudice a number which has once won is a lucky
one and has a greater chance of winning again. In both control and experimental classes there is a clear drop with age of this type of basic misconception. Age seems then to be an essential factor. Very few subjects admit
the possibility of a lucky number. At each level, experimental classes perform
better (more correct answers) than control ones though only at grade 6 the
difference appeared to be significant, X2(1) = 4.19,p < 0.05.
Question 4(B) asked about the chances of a group of consecutive numbers
winning in a lottery game. See Table XI for results.
TABLE XI
Percentages of answers referring to the probability of a set of consecutive numbers
winning a lottery game
Grades
5
Answers
There is no relation
(correct)
Random numbers have a
higher probability of
winning (incorrect)
Lottery is a chancey
game (ambiguous)
No answer

6

7

E

C

E

C

E

C

21.2

38.8

27.4

24.2

32.7

12.8

28.2

34.7

44.0

52.5

42.3

41.8

5.6

10.2

16.1

10.4

25.0

40.0

45.0

16.3

12.5

12.9

00.0

5.4

One may remark that in the control classes, there was a drop, as an effect
of age, of the percentages of subjects who rejected the idea of a relation
between a particular set of numbers (consecutive numbers in this case) and
their likelihood to win. This finding is, certainly, a surprising one. There are,
at least, two factors which may have contributed to this effect. There is much
evidence, as we have already shown in a previous work, that the development
of intelligence with age determines a growing tendency for assuming causal
and apparently, logical relations among events, even when such relations have
not any objective support (see Fischbein, 1975). A second aspect which has
to be considered is the fact that, with age, an increasing number of subjects
answered that "lottery is a chancy game". One may suppose that, for many
children, this ambiguous answer solves the apparently conflictual situation:
on one hand, the search for dependencies (allowing plausible predictions);
on the other hand, the growing intuitive feeling that in fact, in the respective
situation, such a dependency does not exist. Indeed, the answer: "Lottery is
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a chancy game", may be interpreted in two opposite ways: (a) a lottery is a
chancy game and, therefore, the structure of a certain set of numbers does not
influence its probability of being a winning one; (b) the lottery being a chancy
game, a group of consecutive numbers has a smaller chance of being extracted
than a random set of numbers.
The proportion of clearly correct answers (the probabilities of various sets
of numbers to be extracted do not depend on their structure), is higher in the
experimental classes 6 and 7 than in the corresponding 'control classes. The
difference is greatest in grade 7, X2(1) = 5.20, p < 0.02. One can also see that
in the experimental classes the proportion of correct answers grows steadily
with age (grade) while in the control classes there is a decrease with age of
the proportions of subjects who answer correctly. The misconception according to which, in a chance experiment, the extraction of a "regular" sequence
of numbers is less probable than an irregular one, seems to represent a very
strong intuitive bias, and age itself does not solve the problem. It seems that
only by way of instruction can this intuitive obstable be overcome. This
instruction effect is clearest at the 12-13 year old level (grade 7).
Question 5(B) was intended to check the childrens' attitude with regard
to the same problem as Question 4(B): the independence of probabilities.
This time, the subjects had to refer to the independence of probabilities in a
sequence of trials which, obviously, leave the probabilities unchanged. ("Gill
has not won so far though he has tried many times. He is convinced that he
must win in one of the following games"). See Table XII for the results.
TABLE XII
Percentages of various categories of answers to Question 5(B): Previous successive losses
may increase the probability of a further positive outcome?
Grades
5

6

7

Answers

E

C

E

C

E

C

"No" (correct)
"Yes" (error)
"Lottery is chancey"
Undecided ("possible")
No answer

18.3
12.7
18.3
9.9
40.8

18.4
22.4
28.5
12.2
18.5

44.6
10.7
23.8
14.9
6.0

33.7
21.3
23.2
16.8
5.0

73.1
5.8
9.6
7.7
3.8

49.0
14.5
14.5
18.2
3.8

There is a clear and steady increase with age (grade) of proportions of
correct answers ("The odds are the same at every trial") in both experunental
and control classes. Moreover, in grades 6 and 7 the proportions of correct
answers in the experimental classes were higher than in the control classes,
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whereas in grade 5 they are equal. At both grades 6 and 7 the differences were
significant, grade 6: X2(1) = 4.03, p < 0.05; grade 7: X2(1) = 5.53, p < 0.02.
It is, therefore, clear that both factors, age and instruction, are acting in the
same direction, leading to a more adequate intuitive approach with regard to
chance estimations in sequences of trials. We must again emphasize that
instruction acted here only indirectly: no direct mention was made during the
experimental lesson on that matter.
Question 6(B) deals with the comparison of probabilities based on a comparison of ratios: 100 white and 50 black marbles versus 200 white and 100
black marbles. The subjects had to compare the odds of extracting a black
marble (see Table XIII).
TABLE XIII
Percentages of correct answers when comparing the odds of extracting a black marble
from (100 w;50 b) versus (200 w; 100 b)
Grades
Categories of
answers
The odds are equal
(correct)
In 200/100 the odds
are bigger (error)
In 100/50 the odds
are bigger (error)
One cannot decide (error)
No answer

5

6

7

E

C

E

C

E

C

21.1

22.4

42.9

51.5

80.8

85.5

32.4

20.4

36.9

20.3

15.4

9.1

8.5

6.1

6.5

4.0

1.9

0

11.3
26.3

12.9
8.2

6.5
7.2

21.8
2.4

0
1.9

3.6
1.8

There is an increment with age (grade) of proportions of correct answers
in both experimental and control classes, almost doubling themselves from
grade to grade. The age factor acts very strongly in this respect. But, at the
same time, at all three levels considered, the control classes performed better
than the experimental ones: Instruction had rather a negative effect. Though
the differences were statistically not significant this tendency seems to be a
systematic one.
Specifically, there are higher proportions of children who choose the box
with 200 w/100 b as favouring the extraction o f a black marble. This means
that for many children, especially in grades 5 and 6, the absolute quantities
are still decisive with regard to the probability of chance events.
Question 7(B). Do intelligence and age influence the outcome of a chance
event? See Table XIV for results.
The majority of subjects, at each level, reject the claim that intelligence
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TABLE XIV
Percentages of various categories of answers - "Do intelligence and age influence the outcome of a chance event?"
Grade
5

6

7

Categories of
answers

E

C

E

C

E

C

"No" (correct)
"Yes" (error)
No answer

49.4
14.1
6.5

63.2
10.2
26.6

67.8
22.6
9.6

84.2
9.9
5.9

82.6
9.6
7.8

87.3
3.6
9.1

and age may affect the outcome of a pure chancy game (except the experimental classes of grade 5). There is an increase of the proportions of correct
answers with age in both experimental and control classes. But, very surprisingly, there were higher percentages of correct answers in the control
classes, although only at grade 6 was the difference significant: X2(1) = 1980,
p < 0.001. Again, a certain factor (objectively a non-relevant one) is considered
by a number of children, to be effective in deciding the outcome in a chance
situation. Instruction seem again to have played rather a negative role with
regard to that problem.
The last question, 8(B) was devoted again to a comparison of odds based
on a comparison of ratio (10/20 versus 30/60) but using a different wording
than that used in Question 6 (see Table XIII). Does the fact that in (30 w/60 b)
there are more white marbles than in (10 w/20 b) determine a higher probability of extracting a white marble from the first box? (Table XV).
TABLE XV
Categories of answers in percentages. Comparison between the chances of extracting a
white marble from (10 w/20 b) versus (30 w/60 b)
Grades
Categories of
answers
The chances are equal
(correct)
The equality of ratios
made explicit*
Higher chances for
30 w/60 b (incorrect)
No answer

5

6

7

E

C

E

C

E

C

21.1

28.6

53.0

50.4

69.2

72.7

(11.3)

(10.2)

(38.7)

(26.7)

(65.4)

(61.8)

35.2

40.8

35.7

35.1

17.3

12.7

43.7

30.6

11.3

14.5

13.5

14.6

* The figures in parentheses are extracted from those referring to the previous category
(the chances are equal) in which they were also included.
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It seems that the teaching of probability according to our programme
did not improve the capacity of the pupils to make use of proportional
reasoning for reaching a correct estimate of chances. Again, the picture presented by grade 7 is highly instructive. There were a few more subjects, at
that level, in the experimental classes, who were ably to justify their correct
answer by referring explicitly to the equivalence of ratios. But, despite this,
there were also more subjects in the control classes who answered correctly.
The differences are very small, statistically non-significant. It is clear that
the teaching programme did not improve the global estimation of odds when
proportionality was involved. But some o f those pupils who were ready to
estimate correctly the equality o f chances, have learned, as a result of our
programme, to use, explicitly, the formal justification (equality o f ratios).
Considering only those subjects who justified explicitly their correct
answers one can see that, at each level, there were more subjects in the experimental classes than in the control classes who were able to offer such an
explanation.
The age factor seems to play a decisive role: the increase, with age, of the
proportions of correct answers is evident, the great leap taking place from
grade 5 to grade 6.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
The paper analyzes the effects of a teaching programme in probability devised
for junior high school pupils (grades 5, 6 and 7). The programme consisted
of 12 lessons intended to teach the following notions: (a) certain, possible and
impossible events; (b) comparison of chances; probability as a measure of
likelihood of events; (c) the procedure for calculating the probability of an
event, when the possible outcomes are equally likely; (d) the concept of
relative frequency and its relation with that of probability; (e) simple and
compound events. The lessons included practical activities such as extracting
marbles, rolling dice, counting outcomes in defined situations. The relation
between a priori calculated probabilities and empirically obtained frequencies,
was particularly emphasized.
Two categories of effects were considered: (a) The direct teaching effect:
to what extent did the pupils assimilate the concepts taught (Questionnaire A);
(b) The indirect effect on the subjects' intuitive interpretations and estimations in uncertain situations. (Questionnaire B). The initial main aim of
the investigation was to asses the impact of the teaching programme on the
subjects's intuitive tendencies. But we soon realized that it was impossible to
interpret this part of the data correctly without a prior analysis of the direct
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teaching effect on the understanding and the use of the basic probability
concepts.

The Conceptual Acquisitions (Questionnaire A}
The data obtained show an evident progress with age on all items considered.
About 60-70% of the six graders and about 80-90% of the seven graders,
were able to understand and use correctly most of the concepts which were
taught. On the other hand, it seems that, for fifth graders, most of the notions
were too difficult. They were able to understand the concepts of certain,
possible, and impossible events but not the other notions of the programme
(particularly the procedure for calculating the probability of an event and the
concepts of simple and compound events).
It seems that two items were especially difficult even for grade 7 subjects:
(a) The calculation of probabilities of compound events when the outcomes
considered were sums of two numbers (rolling a pair of dice, Question 6).
The major source of errors in this case was the fact that many subjects used
the additive procedure for calculating the number of all possible outcomes,
instead of the appropriate multiplicative procedure (i.e., 6 + 6 = 12 instead
of 6 x 6 = 36); (b) A second difficulty appeared when the subjects were asked
to give examples (not to calculate the probabilities) of simple and compound
events when rolling one or two dice. It seems that a part of these subjects,
who apparently have understood these notions at a conceptual level, still
relate, intuitively, the concept of a simple event to a single result, while the
notion of a compound event would imply, maybe unconsciously, for these
subjects, more than one result. It seems to be easier, because of intuitive constraints, to find examples of simple events when rolling one die and to find
examples of compound events when rolling a pair of dice. This is an example
of concepts, apparently understood by the subjects, which are still manipulated
by implicit, partially uncontrolled primitive models.

The Intuitive Approach (Questionnaire B)
With regard to the indirect effect of learning probabilities on the intuitive
estimations of children in uncertain situations, the picture is rather complex.
A first mention has to be made with regard to grade 5 subjects: The results
obtained at this level are not reliable enough and not relevant enough, for the
following reasons: (a) As has already been shown, the direct teaching results
on the conceptual acquisitions were very low. Consequently, the indirect effect
on intuitive attitudes could hardly be assessed in the respective conditions.
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(b) Some of these ten years old subjects still had some difficulty in understanding the true meaning of the questions and either they did not answer
at all or answered at random. Therefore, the following discussion will concentrate itself, mainly, on sixth and seventh grade subjects.
Out of the eight groups of questions contained in Questionnaire B, four
referred properly to relatively common misconceptions with regard to predictions in uncertain situations. Specifically, the respective items referred to
the "representativeness" bias described by Tversky and Kahneman (Question
4B); the positive recency effect (Question 5B); the tendency to attach the
quality of being "lucky" ones to facts associated by chance with success
(Question 3B); and the known superstition of the positive role of starting a
certain activity with the right foot (Question 2B). In all these cases, in grades
six and seven the teaching programme has had an indirect positive effect on
the respective intuitive biases. The teaching process generally acted in the
same sense as age: older children performed better in both experimental and
control classes than younger ones. There was only one exception in relation
to the control classes (4B), but not in relation to the experimental classes.
This exception refers to the problem asking whether a set of consecutive
numbers will have a greater chance to win in a lottery game ("the representativeness" bias in Question 4). On this question, only in the control classes
was there a drop, with age, of the percentages of correct answers. The intuitive
estimation according to which an organized, non-random set (for instance,
consecutive numbers) is less likely to win, seems to be, naturally very strong.
As a matter of fact, in both control and experimental classes, more than 40%
of subjects (grades six and seven) supported this idea. On the other hand, in
the experimental classes both age and the teaching process determined a
positive, improving effect.
One of the items asked the subjects whether age (and respective intelligence)
may affect the probability to win in a chancy game (Question 7). Most of the
subjects answered negatively, but while the frequency of correct answers
improved with age, the experimental lessons had, at all age levels, a rather
negative effect. A tentative explanation of this strange finding may be the
following: the lessons on probability drew the attention of pupils to the fact
that, even in uncertain situations, some kind of prediction is still possible if
one uses adequate rational methods of calculation. One may assume that
some subjects have illegitimately generalised this to the idea that knowledge
and intelligence may, by themselves, provide a greater probability of winning
even in a pure chancy game. Consequently as the child grows older he is more
likely to win in this type of game.
Two items were devoted to proportional reasoning. In relation to both
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items, the experimental classes performed, generally, worse than the control
ones. Questionnaire A referred also to a proportion problem and even in
grade seven 60% of the subjects were not able to answer it correctly. These
findings are in accordance with those frequently mentioned in relation to the
same topic. In our opinion the above data suggest an important hypothesis:
Probabilistic thinking and proportional reasoning are based on two distinct
mental schemata. A progress obtained, as an effect of instruction, in one
direction does not imply an improvement on the other. Certainly, probability
computations may require ratio comparisons and calculations but probability,
as a specific mental attitude, does not, necessarily, imply a formal understanding of proportion concepts. This finding is an accordance with other
research findings: for example, Yost et al. (1962) and Goldberg (1966) have
shown that one can identify, even in preschool children, correct probability
estimations while proportional reasoning is still deficient. But it is also possible
that, at a very basic intuitive level, the two schemata share the same roots,
namely an intuition called by us the intuition of relative frequency, which
is revealed especially in probability learning tasks (Fischbein, 1975, pp.
58-65). It refers to the subject's capacity to adapt, intuitively, his reactions
to the relative frequencies of a group of stimuli. Such a common base may
explain Ojemann's (1965) finding quoted earlier. But, in fact, the two forms
of reasoning, the probabilistic and the proportional ones, include, besides this
hypothetical common root, clusters of intuitions and technical procedures
which make them distinct. By emphasising (via systematic instruction) specific
probability viewpoints and procedures one may disturb the subjects' proportional reasoning, still fragile in many adolescents. When we implemented our
programme we were not yet aware of that danger. However, we think now
that, by using adequate means, this negative side effect can be avoided. Considering the complexity of the problems discussed, more evidence is needed
before drawing safe conclusions on that matter.

Didactical Implication
(1) It follows from the above findings that the implementation of a systematic programme on probability may be carried out without particular
difficulties, possibly starting from grade six and certainly starting from grade
seven. Some intuitive obstacles have been identified but we assume that an
improved version of the teaching programme may overcome the respective
difficulties.
(2) One may suppose, on the grounds of the above data, that a course on
probability (including practical activities) might have a positive beneficial
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effect on the children's prejudices and misconceptions with regard to sequences
o f events in uncertain situations.
(3) An important didactical problem arises from the above findings. It
seems that, with respect to proportional reasoning, the lessons had a rather
negative effect. We feel that the difficulty could be overcome if special care
is devoted to this problem. Namely, we suggest that special exercises have to
be devised in which pupils will be confronted with proportional computations
and the respective implications for probability estimations.
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